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Determined to ensure that Superman's ultimate sacrifice is not in vain, Bruce Wayne joins forces with Diana Prince with plans
to recruit a team of metahumans. However, ultimately the main factor is their ability to create a non-superpowered superhero
squad to enter the galaxy.The film also uses a large number of references to John Carpenter's movie, DC Comics, and other

science fiction films. The list of fictional characters in the film is as follows: As an advertisement In the 2010 film adaptation,
directed by Spike Lee, Superman is presented as a friend and assistant to the hero, and not as a villain, as in all other films in the

series. Moreover, in an interview, Brian Cox said that he himself "had a hand" in the creation of the film. Some critics also
consider the comic book series to be one of the film's most successful sequels, and the producers of the series prevented the

director from creating a sequel to the film, which led to the renaming to "The Flash" and the subsequent work on another series.
At the same time, many critics argue that the series has many plot references to the movie "". The film takes place after the
events of the film. Superman managed to open a portal between the universes, as well as get over the edge. Returning to his

hometown, he meets Barney Bibbs, who promises to help him steal the time machine. Superman, with the help of his friend Dr.
Gallagher, captures him, for which Gallagher loses his memory. Superman then sends him back in time to find out who stole the
car, but the attempt fails. He is arrested by police detective Kerry Sullivan, a former partner of Mark Geller (in the series Carrie

- Lucille Kirks), from whom he learns that Sandor Morton has a time machine. Once in the body of the boy Jim Morton,
Superman learns that Sandor's father is Tony Stark, the younger brother of Barry Bibble. After the murder of Tony Stark, all his

secrets passed to his son. Barney confesses to his father that he kept the whole secret about Tony in a small box he kept in his
pocket. Tony reveals his secret to Barney, and Barney starts looking for his mother in the future. However, when Galahert

comes to Morton, who is actually him, and takes the car, he manages to escape from his pursuers, but in the end he kills Morton
and escapes
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